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Summary
This report describes the results of an intemship conducted from April to July
2006 at the group Physics of Nanostructures (FNA), department of Applied Physics,
Eindhoven University of Technology. The goal was producing a setup that would
allow for the electron spin injection in a spin-LED to be determined. Por that purpose
the oblique Hanle-effect is used, which requires a magnetic field of at least 0.2T. A
coil was designed and produced specifically for this purpose. The resulting product
achieves fields in excess of 0.23T. The setup was completed and preliminary
measurements were conducted.
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1: Introduetion
This report is the product of a three month intemship at the group Physics of
Nanostructures (FNA), part of the Department of Applied Physics at the Eindhoven
University ofTechnology.
The mission of FNA is "exploration and exploitation of novel physical
phenomena at the nanometer scale by engineering the (magnetic) properties and
structure of nanosystems." [1] Of particular interest are spin phenomena at this scale.
Whereas present semiconductor technology is based solely upon transport of electric
charge, carried by electrons, it is also possible to use the spins of these electrons to
carry information from one place to another. This is commonly referred to as
spintronics. Application of this technology would lead to further scale reduction of
semiconductor structures, but also open up a range of new applications. Particularly
promising applications are in high sensitivity (bio)sensors and nonvolatile solid state
memory.
To make application of spintronie devices possible, some technological
difficulties have to be overcome [2]. The first task is the creation of a spin polarized
ensemble of electrons, otherwise known as spin injection. This can be done either
optically or electrically. The latter is more desirabie for device applications. The
relative number of spin polarized electrens is of major practical importance. Thus the
technological challenge is finding an efficient way of electrical spin injection.
Another major factor is the lifetime of the spin polarized states. Once a spin polarized
ensemble is created, the ensemble will go back to equilibrium by several mechanisms
of spin relaxation. Having control over these spin lifetimes as well as control over the
transport of spins in electronic materials are other technological challenges.
In this report spin injection is of central importance. One metbod of creating a
device able to inject spin polarized electrons into a semiconductor is subsequently
stacking an insulating layer and a thin ferromagnetic layer upon a semiconductor
heterostructure. This metbod was used by Motsnyi et al. [3] at IMEC in Belgium. The
insulating and ferromagnetic layers function as a spin injector, the semiconductor
comprises a regular LED in which electrons and holes recombine under the emission
of photons. Together they form a spin-LED 1• The difference with a regular LED is
that in this case the recombining electrons carry a net spin polarization, and hence
polarized light is produced. By measuring the polarization of the emitted light, the
degree of spin injection can be obtained. However, the polarization of the light can
not be measured directly. To be able to do this, an oblique extemal magnetic field is
required. This brings about an effect known as the oblique Hanle-effect (OHE, cf.
section 2.2). Such measurements were also done by Motsnyi and bis, using magnetic
fields of up to 0.6T.
The main goal of this intemship was to design and build an experimental setup
that will allow for the previously mentioned measurements to be reproduced. (SpinLED samples as described were made available by IMEC.) This would result in a
valuable instrument, able to detect the polarization of any spin-LED sample. The
measurements require a spectrograph to analyze light emitted by the spin-LED. The
spectrograph had to be inspected and acquainted with befare being implemented in
the measurement setup. A tunable magnetic field of at least 0.2T is also required. This
requires for a coil, which had to be designed from scratch, occupying a significant
1

More precisely, they forma metal/insulator/semiconductor or MIS spin-LED.
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part of this intemship. The coil was not finished in time to do measurements of the
OHE. Therefore the measurements that are presented are preliminary of character,
intended to inspeet the available equipment and the spin-LED sample.
This report is not only a reflection of the intemship, it may also serve has a guide
and reference for anyone continuing with this project. The arrangement is as follows.
Chapter 2 will start with some useful theoretica! background, divided into three
subjects: basic LED and spin-LED properties, the oblique Hanle-effect and Jones
calculus. Chapter 3 gives a detailed explanation of the experimental setup, elaborating
on its most important elements (the spectrograph and the CCD) and the spin-LED
samples. The magnet coils are not presented until chapter 4, which is solely dedicated
to this subject. It covers general designing considerations and simulation of electric
and magnetic properties of the final design. Some specifications of the final product
were included too. Chapter 5 describes experiments that were done, including results
and discussion. As mentioned, these measurements are preliminary of character.
Chapter 6 ends the report with some conclusions and recommendations.
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2: Theory
This chapter covers three important theoretica! subjects. First some basic
properties of LEDs and spin-LEDs are derived and useful formulae are given.
Secondly the oblique Hanle-effect is introduced. The last part briefly summarizes the
Jones calculus, which is very useful in descrihing the behavior of polarized light.

2.1.

LED basics
2

Theoretica) emission spectrum : A LED is a semiconductor heterostructure in
which, when a bias voltage is applied, electrans recombine with holes, causing a
packet of electromagnetic energy, a photon, to be emitted. Energy and frequency are
related by the Planck equation,

E=liOJ,

(2.1)

in which Eis the energy of the photon, Planck's constant h divided by 2 and the
angular frequency. The energy the pboton carries is the difference between the
electron and hole energy prior to recombination. These energies are dependent on the
band structure of the material and its position in k-space. A typical band structure of a
semiconductor, with a schematic representation of the recombination process, is
shown in Figure 2.1. It shows the conduction band (the upper band), where the
electrons reside, and the valenee band (the lower band), where the holes reside, with
effective electron mass me lower than the effective hole mass mh.

Figure 2.1: Typical band structure of a semiconductor.

In order to calculate the spectrum resulting from such a band-gap, one needs to
know the probability of a recombination at each energy difference. The intensity of
course is proportional to this probability. The probability of a recombination at a
certain k-value, and hence at a certain energy, depends on the number of electrons
present in the conduction band. This, in turn, is proportional to the density of states,
i.e. the number of electrans that can reside at a certain k-value. The number of
2

The treatment of this subject was taken from Schubert 2003 [4], section 5.2.
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electrans that are truly present is inferred from statistica! mechanics, introducing a
Boltzmann factor.
To make things quantitative, one needs an expression for the dispersion relation,
i.e. the way energy depends on the k-value. Near wave vector k = 0, the region of
interest in this discussion, the dispersion relations may be assumed parabolic. The
electron and hole energies are then gi ven by
(2.2)
and

n2e

(2.3)

Eh =Ev - - 2mh

respectively. Here Ec and Ev are the lowest energy of the conduction band and the
highest energy of the valenee band, respectively. The band-gap energy
(2.4)
has the value of 1.42eV for the semiconductor of interest, GaAs, at room temperature,
which is much larger than the thermal energy kT at room temperature. This is the
reason why only the region near k=O is of interest, since the population of the bands is
governed by Boltzmann statistics. It also implies the pboton carries no significant
amount of momenturn as compared to the carrier. It follows that only recombinations
with electrons and holes with the same value for the wave vector can occur. Also note
that, according to this model, no emission at an energy below the gap energy can
occur.
Using Eqs. (2.1)- (2.4), the pboton energy from recombination becomes
1i2e

nw= E +2 - '
g

m,

1

1

1

m,

m,

mh

(2.5)

with m, the reduced mass, defined by

-=-+-.

(2.6)

Eq. (2.5) is known as the joint dispersion relation. From it, the joint density of states
may be obtained:
3 2

(2m,
1=
p(E)
- -)
27r2 1i2

'

~E-E .
g

(2.7)

Finally, multiplying this with a Boltzmann factor to include the distribution of carriers
in the bands, the emission intensity I is obtained:
1/(E)

oe~· e-fr-j.

(2.8)

Figure 2.2 shows the theoretica! emission spectrum.
From Eq. (2.8) two aspects of the spectrum can be obtained. Firstly, the maximal
intensity occurs at
(2.9)
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Secondly, the full width half maximum is
FWHM

=1.8kT.

(2.10)

Thus, increasing temperature causes the peak of the spectrum to shift to the right and
causes widening of the peak. These relations offer an easy means to calculate the
temperature from a given energy spectrum, although care should be taken. For
example, if there is a temperature gradient in the diode from which the spectrum is
obtained, the contributions of different temperatures to the spectrum causes the peak
to widen, so the result that would be obtained by invoking Eq. (2.10) would be too
high.
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Figure 2.2: Theoretica) emission spectrum.

This model omits the influence of impurities in the semiconductor materiaL
Impurities create additional states within the band-gap . These states will also
participate in electron/hole recombinations, so in practice a measured spectrum will
also have contributions below the band-gap energy. Boltzmann statistics implies that
this contribution will be larger at lower temperatures.
Temperature dependenee of band-gap energy 3 : The band-gap energy is
dependent on temperature. Figure 2.3 illustrates this dependenee over a large
temperature interval. This dependenee can be approximated using

aT2

E, (T)

in which and
and =204K.

3

=E1 (0)- T + fJ ,

are fitting parameters. For GaAs: Eg(O) = 1.519e V,

(2.11)

= 0.541 me VIK

From Schubert 2003 [4], sect. 4.12.
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Figure 2.3: Temperature dependenee on band-gap energy for
several semiconductors.

Spin-LEDs: The discussion so far did not specify any particular polarization of
the emitted light. lt applies to regular LEDs as well as spin-LEDs. In a spin-LED the
electrans have a non-zero degree of polarization before recombining, resulting in
circularly polarized light. Injection of polarized electrans may be achieved either
optically or electrically.
To see how polarization of light comes about by optica! injection, consider Pi gure
2.4 [2]. It shows on the left side (a) a schematic representation of the GaAs band
structure. The valenee band is split into the heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH)
bands. Separated from the valenee bands by an energy of so=0.34eV is the split off
(SO) band, which is caused by spinorbit coupling. On the right side (b) the selection
rules for the transitions are depicted, representing the fact that only transitions can
occur when the orbital quanturn number l changes by an amount of ±1 (i.e. transitions
between S and P states in the case at hand) and the magnetic quanturn number mj
changes by a value of ±1 or 0. The relative transition probabilities for each transition
are shown in the circles, as well as its helicity .
When electrons are excited by a pboton with an energy between Eg and Eg + so
only the light and heavy holes contribute to excitation. Excited electrans can be
polarized either parallel (mFl) and anti-parallel (mj=-1) to the direction of light
propagation. The density of the electrans with parallel polarization is denoted by n+,
with anti-parallel orientation with n .. The spin polarization is defined by
p
n

= n+ -n_
n+

+ n_ .

(2.12)
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Figure 2.4: (a) GaAs band structure showing the conduction band (CB), valenee heavy hole (HH),
light hole (LH) and split off bands (SO). (b) Selection rules for interband transitions with
conesponding helicity and relative transition probabilities.

In the case at hand, the spin polarization equals -112. Thus the theoretica! maximum of
4
the degree of polarization for optica! spin injection in GaAs is 50%.
After excitation the electrons recombine, according to the same rules. Defining
as the radiation intensity with helicity ±, the circular polarization Pei re becomes

r

r -r

~irc = r + r

(n+ +3n_)-(3n+ +n_)
= ( n+ + 3n_) + ( 3n+ + n_) =

I

I

-2 P,. = 4 .

(2.13)

So for a pboton energy between Eg and Eg + so the maximal circular polarization is
25%. In practice this value will be lower, because of spin relaxation of excited
electrons. Note that using a pboton energy of over Eg + so will result in no circular
polarization, since the SO band contributes another relative intensity of 2 ton. in Eq.
(2.12). Such is the casefora HeNe laser: hw=l.96eV> Eg + so=l.86eV at absolute
zero.
Electrical injection is caused by a ferromagnetic (FM) layer in the LED structure.
The electrons in the FM layer have a spin polarization of typically 40%. After
electrons have tunnelled from this layer through an insulating harrier to the active
region, they have in principle the same degree of polarization. The degree of
polarization by electrical injection is thus limited to 40%. In practice this value will be
lower, because of imperfections of the metallinsulator interface and spin relaxation.
Recombination will occur in the same way as before, so the polarization of the
emitted light is halved in this case too.

2.2.

The oblique Hanle-effect

A major goal of the experiments is measuring the degree of electron spin
polarization in a spin-LED containing a ferromagnetic layer as spin injector with an
in-plane magnetization layer. Recombination of spin polarized electrons in lil- V
4

In case the degeneracy of the LH and HH bands is lifted, a spin injection of 100% is
theoretically possible [2].
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semiconductors results in circularly polarized light. The degree of spin polarization
can be measured from the degree of circular polarization of the emitted light. In the
LEDs under investigation, however, all injected spins are in-plane. The absence of an
out-of-plane component results in an absence of circular polarization along the
direction of observation. Anisotropy of the ferromagnetic layer prohibits any out-ofplane magnetization with applied fields below 1.4 T. However, when an oblique
magnetic field is applied, the electrons will start precessing around the direction of the
applied field, resulting in an out-of-plane magnetization and consequently a
measurable degree of circular polarization of recombining electrons. This is called the
oblique Hanle-effect (OHE) [3].
Figure 2.5 depiets a schematic representation of the OHE. The OX-axis is
directed along the direction of magnetization, the OZ-axis is directed along the
direction of observation. Figure 2.5a shows injection of a spin polarized electron.
Figure 2.5b shows the effect of the applied oblique field, at an angle of
45·; the
spin starts precessing with the direction of applied field as its axis of precession. At
large enough fields, the spins rotate several times before recombining. The average
spin polarization the recombining electrons, S, is directed along the direction of
magnetization B, Figure 2.5c.

=

Figure 2.5: A schematic representation of the oblique Hanle-effect.

Quantitatively, if si is the spin direction of a single electron and n is the number
of atoms, the average spin direction equals:

1

n

s =-n :L:Si'
i=l

(2.14)

The degree of spin polarization along the S direction is
n 1 -n!

n = nr +n! =2lsl.

(2.15)

where n 1 and n! are the number of spins directed along S and directed opposite toS,
respectively. When an extemal field B is applied, the average spin will precess around
the direction of the field with the Larmor frequency

=

g•jlB

1i

·B
'

(2.16)

with g* the effective gyromagnetic ratio and 8 the Bohr magneton. The dynamics of
the average spin is described by the Bloeh-type equation:
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dS
dt

S
-r

S
Ts

0
-=-+-+

(2.17)

xS,

where So is the average electron spin of the injected electrons, is the average
electron lifetime due to electron-hole recombination and Ts is the average spin
lifetime. ( Ts -I = -r-1 +'f's -I, 'f's is the average spin relaxation time.)
In the geometry described above the external field B=(B..,O,Bz) is applied under
angle to the surface normaL Assuming steady-state conditions (dS/dt=O) and spin
injection S0 only in the x-direction, Eq. (2.17) can be solved, obtaining for the zcomponent of the spin:
(2.18)
This value is zero for zero field and saturates at high field:
SZmax

Ts
.
= S0 .-.cos
tpsm lp
T

(2.19)

x

Concerning the
dependence, Sz is at a maximum for =45", at which the
trigonometrie factors contribute a factor \12. Selection rules for interband transitions
give for the degree of circular polarization P:
P(B)

= r-r

r+r

= S2 (B),

(2.20)

where r and I are the intensities of right and left circularly polarized radiation. Thus,
measurement of intensities of circularly polarized radiation allows the average
electron spin polarization (Eq. (2.15)) to be determined. 5
Figure 2.6 shows a typical OHE measurement at an angle of 45° [5]. The
saturation is clearly visible in the measured data.
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Figure 2.6: Typical OHE measurement. The dots indicate measurement
data, the Iine indicates a fit of Eq. (2.18).

5

Several corrections can be made to this simp Ie model. See for instanee Motsnyi 2003 [5].
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2.3.

Jones calculus

An easy way of characterizing polarization of light is by means of Jones vectors 6 .
Polarizing elements, such as linear polarizer and phase retarders, are represented by
matrix transformation, called Jones matrices. This way of characterizing and
manipulating polarization is often called Jones calculus.
Consicter a polarized ray of light traveling in the z-direction. The electric field E
is associated with this ray then has components in the x- and/or y-direction. These
fields may be written as
(2.21)
with the oscillating frequency and k the wave number. Ë0 is the complex amplitude
of the wave and may be represented by the Jones vector:
(2.22)
Here, Eox and Eay are the amplitudes of the electric field in the x- and y-direction and
x and
Y are the phases of the field. This vector contains all information on the
polarization of the wave.
Two cases of polarization are of specific interest: linear and circular polarization.
The former is described by the Jones vector

=[c~sal

sma

Eo

(2.23)

with the angle between the direction of polarization and the x-axis. The latter is
described by
(2.24)
with +i corresponding to left circular polarization and -i corresponding to right
circular polarization.
As mentioned, polarizing elements in this formalism may be represented by
matrices. For instance, a linear polarizer with the transmission axis (TA) at an angle
with respect to the x-axis is given by the Jones matrix
M

=[

2

cos fJ
sin fJ cos fJ

sin Bcos
sin 2 fJ

Bl·

(2.25)

This reduces to

M=[~ ~]

(2.26)

for the TA in the y-direction.
The general expression fora phase retarder is given by
6

Taken from Pedrotti & Pedrotti 1996 [6], chapter 14.
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M=

exp(iëJ
[

0

0

]

exp(iêY) '

(2.27)

where x and y are the phase advance in the x- and y-direction respectively. For a
quarter wave plate (QWP) the difference between x and y is /2. The corresponding
Jones matrix may then be written as
M

=exp(+i7l/4{~ ~i].

(2.28)

with the upper signs corresponding to the slow axis (SA) vertical (x-direction) and the
lower signs corresponding to the SA horizontal (y-direction).
A series of polarizing elements may be represented as the product of the
corresponding matrices, resulting in a system matrix Ms. Formally, for n optica!
elements
(2.29)
where M 1 is the matrix corresponding to the first and Mn the matrix corresponding to
the last polarizing element. Consicter for example a linear polarizer under a 45° angle
foliowed by a QWP (horizontal SA). The resulting system matrix is
M,

1

=.!_2 e;" 14 [ -l.

1
.] ,

(2.30)

-l

which produces right circular polarized light from any incident light (except for light
that bas no component parallel to the TA, which will cause no light to exit). The
system matrix of the same elements in re verse order is the inverse of Ms.
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3: Experimental setup
This chapter gives an insight into the general experimental setup. After that, some
of the important elements are described in greater detail: the samples, the
spectrograph and the CCD, respectively. The coils, used to produce a magnetic field
in order to measure the OHE, have been designed specifically for this setup. lts design
is described in minute detail in the next chapter.

3.1.

General experimental setup

In Figure 3.1 the most general experimental setup is shown. It shows all elements
that are to be incorporated in the final setup at full functionality. Some elements have
up to now not been used in the experiments, but are important in future
measurements. The reason all elements are incorporated in this description is because
the setup had to be designed as a whole; it helps understanding the considerations
involved in designing it. In most cases it will be clear which elements were used in the
actual measurement, otherwise it will be indicated.

r - - - - - - . CCD

\ \ La,sser

I

Spectrograph

-~~:::~~:=~;::

1

~-

4

6,
I
I

~

5

r::::: _____ _,

2

-....,...,
:

I!

-~~~5

',,

3

--;--;_

4

1

®

~:~:~:!~:~:~E~~~~~~~~C:SL~Ii:::~

1
2 =Lineair polarizer
3 =Ph a se retarder
4 = Focuss1ng lens
5 = Mirror
6 = Cryostat holder

®

Sample holder or
cryostat with sample
Magnet coils

Figure 3.1: General experimental setup.

Luminescence is induced by either applying a voltage with a DC power supply
(not shown) to a sample or by lighting a sample with a laser. Two mirrors are used to
aim the laser and a lens to focus it on the sample. In case optica! polarization
measurements are done, optica! elements are added, a linear polarizer and a /4 phase
retarder respectively, so as to produce circularly polarized light (cf. Eq. (2.30)). The
polarizer is not essential, since the laser already produces linearly polarized light.
However, in this way, any changes in polarization brought about by the mirrors are
undone and the direction of polarization is known with certainty. Another advantage
is that this polarizer may be crossed (i.e. mutually perpendicular transmission axes)
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with the polarizer used in detection. This prevents reflections from the laser to enter
the spectrograph.
The sample holder is either a simple standard that can be translated in three
dimensions or a cryostat. The cryostat may be used to cool the sample to a
temperature just above the boiling point of helium, 4.2K. In Figure 3.1 the cryostat
holders are shown. The cryostat gives rise to some important designing limitations:
the holders may get in the way of the emitted light or the magnet coils. When using a
simple standard, there are no additionallimitations.
The light emitted by the spin-LED is collected by a collimating lens. In case of
polarization measurements optical elements are added: a /4 phase retarder and a
linear polarizer, respectively. To focus the parallel beam on the entrance slit, it is
changed in direction by 90'. The necessity for doing so is solely due to a lack of
available space. It is important to keep in mind that this mirror may alter polarization
characteristics. The light is then focused on the entrance slit of the spectrograph by a
lens. Finally, the light is diffracted by the spectrograph and the resulting spectrum
imaged on a CCD-camera.
The following sections describe some of the important experiment elements in
greater detail.

3.2.

Samples

The objects of interest in the measurements are spin-LED samples, provided by
IMEC, Belgium. The word 'spin' refers to the fact that the induced electrons in the
LED are spin polarized. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic cross-section of such a spinLED (left) and a top side view (middle). The sample consists of a semiconductor
heterostructure with a spin injector on top. The heterostructure is grown upon a pdoped GaAs substrate and consists of a 200nm p-doped Al 0 .3Gao. 7As bottorn layer, a
100nm undoped GaAs layer and a 15nm undoped Al 0 .2Ga0 .8As layer. The spin injector
is produced by sputtering a 1.4nm Al layer and oxidizing it, and subsequently
sputtering 2nm CogoFe10, 8nm NisoFe2o magnetic layers and a Snm Cu capping layer.
The sample contains a number of optical windows, all different in geometry. The
windows are separated by SiO insulation. The top and bottorn of the LEDs are
connected by gold contacts to apply voltage.
Figure 3.2 also shows the band scheme for the injection of electrons under an
applied bias (right). The electrons tunnel from the ferromagnetic (FM) layer through
the AlOx harrier to the active region of the LED. The undoped AlGaAs layer prevents
hole tunneling from the active region to the FM layer. During transport through the
insuiator and the AlGaAs layer, the electrons may loose their spin orientation.

3.3.

Spectrograph

The light emitted by the LEDsis analyzed by a Czerny-Turner type spectrograph,
shown in Figure 3.3. The light enters through an entrance slit, is reflected by a
parabolic mirror, aiming the light at a grating. A second mirror collimales the light
coming from the grating and aims it at the exit slit, where a CCD-camera is mounted.
The camera is discussed in the next paragraph. Technica! details may be found in the
spectrograph instruction manual [7].
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Figure 3.3: Czerny-Turner type spectrograph.

3.4.

CCD

General: The CCD system has three main constituents: the detector head, the
power supply unit (PSU) and the controller card. The detector head contains a CCD
chip, consisting of 1024 horizontal and 256 vertical rows of pixels. Every pixel is a
single photo-sensor. The CCD is attached directly to the spectrograph. The head also
contains a pre-amplifier, a temperature sensor and a thermoelectric cooler. The last
two enable temperature control of the CCD chip, which is important in suppressing
noise. The PSU is an optional element, but it delivers extra power to the system by
which lower temperatures of the CCD chip are attainable. According to data supplied
by the manufacturer [8] the lowest attainable temperature is -75'C when air cooled
(ambient temperature 20'C). Water-cooling is also possible, downtoa temperature of
-90' C (11 'C water), but has not been used. Care should be taken not to use water with
a temperature below the dew point of the air in the room. This would cause
condensation to occur within the detector head , destroying the equipment. The
controller card is fitted with a 16 bit AID converter. The digitalized data is collected,
stored and showed on screen by dedicated software.
Readout sequence: The software gives the opportunity to read data on the CCD
in various ways. Figure 3.4 shows a typical CCD chips and its constituents. The
standard procedure of data acquisition is full vertical binning. Light causes charge to
pile up on the CCD chip. This charge is transferred down into the so called shift
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register; all charge on a certain column is collected in a single shift register element.
All charge on the shift register is then shifted one element, causing one package of
charge to fall in the output node. In this special element, the number of charges is
read, after which the output node is cleared from all charges. This is repeated for
every shift register element. In this way, a spectrum of overall intensities in a certain
wavelength interval is obtained.
Several other methods exist of acquiring data from the CCD, resulting in different
binning patterns . Several examples are shown in Figure 3.5. For example, instead of
shifting down all charges at once, it is also possible to shift down just a number of
rows down into the shift register and then reading out the shift register by the standard
procedure. This is called vertical binning (in contrast to jul! vertical binning). Some
rows may also be ignored altogether, in order to create an image at a certain height or
several distinct images at different heights. This is respectively referred to as singletrack and multi-track binning. In the limit of viewing one row at a time, a full
resolution image is obtained.
In the same way as accumulating a number of rows in the shift register at a time,
it is also possible to shift charge from several elements at a time into the output node
before reading it, thereby piling up charge from several columns . This is called
horizontal binning. Combining vertical and horizontal binning may create so called
super-pixels . For instance, when binning two rows (vertical binning) and two columns
(horizontal binning), a 2x2 super-pixel is created. Compared to creating a full
resolution image, the advantages of creating super-pixels are that noi se and read-out
time are lowered; the obvious disadvantage is that resolution is lowered. A more
detailed explanation of readout sequences is to be found in the Andor CCD guide [9].
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Figure 3.5: Binning patterns.

Care should be taken not to saturate any of the elements . Each element can hold
only a certain number of charges. When this number is reached, no further charges are
accumulated and charges may start leaking into other regions. Note that this not only
holcts for the photosensitive elements, but also for the shift register and the output
node. So saturation may occur when too much light shines on a photosensitive
element, or when the read-out sequence causes too much charge to pile up on any of
the react-out elements. All in all, saturation may distort measurements in unexpected
and unpredictable ways.
Noise: Every measurement is incurred with a certain amount of noise. For the
present purpose, noise may be divided in two categories: pixel noise and fixed pattem
noise. Pixel noise may be further divided into readout noise, shot noise of the dark
signa! (i.e. charge that is piled up on a pixel even when no light falls on it) and shot
noise of the light signa! (referred to as 'real' signa!). Readout noise is caused by the
amplifier and the electronics. It is independent of signa! levels, very slightly
dependent on temperature and, because it is present on every read, sets the limit on
noise performance. Shot noise is noise due to the signa!, either dark or real, and is
dependent on the level of the signa! and very dependent on temperature. It is the latter
dependenee where the temperature control comes into play. By decreasing the
temperature, dark current will decrease and thus also its shot noise. Moreover, the
shot noise relative to any signa! is in itself decreased, thereby increasing the signa! to
noise ratio. The total pixel noise is not just the sum of its constituents, but, to a
reasonable approximation, the root of the sum of the square of each of its constituents
(RSS). Other than lowering the temperature of the CCD chip, a simple way of
increasing the signa! to noise ratio is increasing the exposure time. Ideally, the
exposure time should be chosen as high as possible, but it is limited by saturation
conditions.
Fixed pattem noise is caused by variation of dark current produced by each pixel
and irregularities that arise during fabrication. Because it is dependent on dark
current, it is also dependent on temperature. At a given temperature, however, it is
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constant from read to read, and hence it can completely be removed from the
measurement by obtaining a dark current measurement and subtracting it from
subsequent measurements.
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4: Coil design
4.1.

General considerations

In order to measure the oblique Hanle-effect (OHE) a magnetic field in order of
several kilogauss is required. Motsnyi et al. used a field of up to 0.6T. As can be seen
in Figure 2.6, a field of about 0.2T already produces a reasonable out-of-plane
polarization. Por our present purpose a field of at least this strength will suffice. In
order to attain this field, two identical coils are used, with the sample in the middle.
The core of the coils is made from !ow-carbon steel, because of its high magnetic
permittivity. The cores are connected along the back, forming a yoke, to additionally
increase the field and to get rid of most of the stray field. The advantage of this
arrangement is that relatively large fields can be obtained, in comparison to e.g. one
coil positioned at the back end.
The light cone emitted by the LED should not be obstructed by the coil or any of
its components. This means that the bigger the coil or core are, the further apart the
coils or core ends should be. A smaller coil of course produces a smaller field. If the
core is too narrow, saturation occurs within the core, limiting the attainable field. If
the distance between the coils is greater, the field in the middle, where the sample is
positioned, is smaller. This influence can be decreased by extending the core closer to
the sample, but still there will be field lines that fan out. This is worse when pointed
core ends are used to get closer to the sample without blocking the emitted light. All
in all there is an important trade-off between coil and core sizes on one hand and the
distance between them on the other.
Apart from geometrical arguments, the power consumption of the coils is a major
bottleneck. If the current through the wires is too large, the coil will get too hot and
insulating material will melt, resulting in short circuit and rendering the coil obsolete.
It should be noted that the wire diameter is not a factor with respect to obtainable
field. Using a smaller wire results in greater resistance, but also in a greater winding
density. The two cancel each other. This makes sense when you keep in mind that
current density is responsible for producing the field; whether a uniform current
flowing through solid metal is used, or a current running in thick or thin wires, it does
not matter as long as the current density is the same. The same argument holds for the
energy that is dissipated within the coil. The voltage that bas to be applied, however,
is lower when thick wires are used, which is preferabie from a safety point-of-view.
The packing density of the wires of course does make a difference in the average
current density. Ho wever, ideal winding of wires is not dependent on wire thickness.
In order to sustaio higher heat production, the coils are fitted with water cooling.
The coil holder is made of brass, so it conducts heat wel!. A simple duet is made
through which water flows in direct contact to the bolder. In this way, the maximal
heat production is about doubled 7 •

4.2.

Design and simulation

In designing and simulating the coil a simple but clever program called Femm
(Finite Element Metbod Magnetics) was used [10]. By defining regions of eertaio
material, sourees of magnetism (in this case two coils with a eertaio current) and
7

According to the expertise of G. Baselmans.
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appropriate boundary conditions, the program calculates magnetic fields in the entire
region of definition. As a bonus, it also gives information about power consumption
and other electronic properties of the coil. Taking the aforementioned considerations
into account and simulating several different designs of the coil, the final coil design
is shown in Appendix A. The design allows some parameters to be changed: the coils
can be shifted along the core and the size of air gap between the poles may be varied.
In this way a more versatile instrument is obtained, allowing for maximization of the
field according to specific conditions. Figure 4.1 shows a simplified view, with the
variabie dimensions as they were used in simulation. (An air gap of 5.5cm and a
distance between the coils of 17cm.) This is an axisymmetric view, z being the axis of
symmetry and r the distance to the z-axis. The thickness of the brass containing the
coil windings is ignored in this picture as well as in the simulation. The coils each
consist of 1000 windingsof 2mm diameter copper wire. This is a winding fill, relative
to ideal winding, of about 80 percent, leaving a large enough margin for winding
irregularities.
6cm
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Coil: lOOD
windings

Coil: 1000
windin.gs

Sample
pos:ition

Gore~
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t
5Jcrn.

~

Core
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1
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Figure 4.1: Coil design, axisymmetric view.

Simulation of this design as shown in Figure 4.1, with an electrical current of 24
ampere, gives a field of 0.24 Tesla precisely in the middle of the cores (the isocentre),
which is sufficient for present purposes. The real field may be somewhat higher
because of the conneetion of the cores along the back, which has not been taken into
account in the simulation. The joules heating is about 1.1 kW for each coil, which is
acceptable for a short period of time when water-cooling is on. Table 4.1 summarizes
some electrical properties of the coils.
Table 4.1: Electrical properties of the coils.

Current
Total voltage drop
Total resistance
Total power consumption

24A
95 V
4.0
2.3 kW

.Of course it is important to know how much this field varies over a certain
distance. To illustrate this, Figure 4.2 shows a magnetic flux density plot. Note that
this plot covers about half the length of the gap shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4 show the way the field varies as a function of z and r respectively. The
isocentre (sample position) is taken to be the origin; the coordinates are defined in
Figure 4.1. The samples used are of about lcm in size, so a margin of 5mm along
each direction suffices to fit the entire sample. Conferring to Figure 4.3 and Figure
4.4, it is estimated that the maximum variation of the field along a distance of 5mm is
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3.3% along the z-axis and 1.7 % along the r-axis. Note that a combined variation along
both the z- and x-axis results in a smaller deviation than a deviation along one axis by
the same amount, since the isocentre is a saddle point. Thus an error margin of 3% in
the magnetic field from devi ation from isocentre only is reasonable. Other errors may
be present in practice, such as calibration errors. The directional deviation in the
aforementioned area is negligible (<<1 °).
According to Eq. (2.18), the z-component of magnetization is proportional to
sin cos . So a small deviation from the ideal value of =45 ° barely causes the
magnetization to fall. Using a smaller angle than this may allow a smaller distance
between the magnet coils to be obtained, resulting in a higher field and thus higher
magnetization. This may more than compensate the deviation of the ideal value for
the angle. So when implementing the coil, attainable field s at different angles should
be compared to the trigonometrie factor and the most favorable configuration should
be chosen.
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic flux density IBI plot. 0 marks the isocentre.
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic field as a function of r.

Final product

The coils were finished in time to include some specifications of the final
product. First of all, the there is a major difference between the design and the real
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product: instead of the 2mm copper wire with which was simulated, a 1.8mm wire
was used. As mentioned, the diameter of the wire has no consequence for the
attainable field , only for the voltage I current ratio. Because the diameter of the used
wire is smaller, one would expect the resistance to rise, relative to the previously
calculated resistance, withafactor of (2.011.8) 2, resulting in a resistance of 4.9 . The
measured resistance is S.2 . The additional difference of about S% is attributable to
an increased number of windings by the same percentage.
A calibration of the coil has been done. The results are shown in Figure 4.S for a
gap of 3.8cm and a distance between the coils of 17.Scm (as compared to S.Scm and
18cm respectively in the simulation). The calibration was done for a setup at full
functionality, with enough space for the cryostat and sample, without obstructing
emitted light. For currents of up to SA, the magnetic field depends linearly on the
current, to a good approximation. The linear fit gives
B(l) = (46.2±0.1)·10-3 · I

(4.1)

with magnetic field B in tesla and current I in amperes. The maximal current used
during cabbration is SA , resulting in a field of 0.23T. Despite the low current, this is
almost equal to the value of 0.24T at 24A in the simulation. The higher field is
attributable to (I) the fact that the cores are closer together in the setup than in the
simulation, (II) the back yoke, which was omitted in the simulations, and (III) the
larger number of windings (S %, according to the previous estimate).
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Figure 4.5: Calibration results (black squares) and linear fit (line).

The attainable field is higher than the field achieved up to now . However, care
should be taken when increasing the current, because of the risk of overheating. At 3A
no water cooling was used and the heating of the coil was minima!, so the current can
be increased significantly. Yet the maximal current is lower than the 24A from the
simulation, because of the higher resistance. Keeping the power consumption equal to
2
P=2.3kW=I R, this results in a maximal current of 21A.
The linear dependenee of Eq. (4.1) will not be valid for higher currents, because
of saturation effects. (This effect can already be observed, to a small degree, in Figure
4.5.) For now, it is not clear what field can be obtained, nor whether heating of the
coil or saturation in the cores will limit the maximum achievable field. One
condusion does hold: the coil functions above expectation.
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5: Experiments, results and discussion
This chapter describes some measurements that were conducted on the spin-LED
samples described in section 3.2 and discusses the results. No polarization
measurements were conducted yet. The measurements are preliminary of character,
intended to investigate measurement equipment and basic LED properties.

5.1.

Spin-LED spectra

Preliminary measurements show the energy spectrum of a spin-LED. In
measuring, no phase retarding or polarization elements were used; the light emitted by
the LED is simply focused on the spectrograph entrance slit. Such measurements are
useful to check whether the setup is properly aligned and the light is well-focused on
the entrance slit. It also serves to investigate some basic properties of the LED, to
experiment with different settings and to maximize signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 5.1 shows the result of an electrically induced luminescence at 2.0V bias
voltage. Note that the band-gap energy is about 1.38eV, which is lower than the bandgap energy at room temperature (1.42eV). Indeed, the LED is heated by the electrical
current, which in turn causes the band-gap energy to fall, in accordance with Eq.
(2.11). The spectrum as a whole resembles the theoretica! spectrum of Figure 2.2,
apart from two important distinctions. Firstly, the spectrum starts rising gradually
from about 1.36eV, instead of an infinite slope at band-gap energy (Eq. (2.8)). This
'tail' is caused by the additional states brought about by impurities in the
semiconductor materiaL As mentioned, this effect is stronger at lower temperatures.
Secondly, there seems to be a certain modulation in the spectrum. The relative
amplitude amounts to over 20% of the data. Further measurements were done to
investigate this peculiar artifact.
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Figure 5.1: Emission spectra: electroluminescence at 2.0V (left) and photoluminescence (right).

Figure 5.1 also shows the result for laser-induced luminescence, producing a very
similar result. There are some distinct peaks visible; these are mere reflections of laser
light. The odd modulation is visible in this case too. The 'tail' of the spectrum is
somewhat different, because the temperature is lower, since no electrical heating
occurs. (Presumably, the heating by the laser is smaller than the electrical heating.)
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5.2.

Bias voltage dependenee

When a voltage is applied over a LED, the temperature will rise because of Joules
heating. According to Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), the spectrum willlook different: the peak
position will shift position relative to the band-gap energy and the spectrum will
widen. A measurement of spectra at different voltages, 1.6V, 1.8V and 2.0V, lead to
the result shown in Figure 5.2. One thing that catches the eye is the fact that for every
voltage the modulations are not only visible, but also coincide in position. This is a
strong indication the phenomenon is an artifact from either the sample or the setup.
Because of the modulations, the exact peak positions are hard to establish. Also, the
exact position of the band-gap energy can notbeseen with great accuracy. Hence, Eq.
(2.9) will not give a very good value for the temperature. Nonetheless, a clear
spectrum shift is visible, as wellas a shift of band-gap energy. Eq. (2.10), can be used
to determine the temperature more accurately. Still, the modulations are of such
influence that a 4% error margin in establishing the FWHM should be taken into
account. This error is estimated by relating lower and upper values of FWHMs. The
results obtained are summarized in Table 5.1. The expectation of higher temperature
at higher voltages is confirmed; for every increase in voltage of 0.2V the temperature
risesabout lOK. Using this data and invoking Eq. (2.11), allows determination of the
band-gap energy. These are also shown in Table 5.1. The error margin in band-gap
energy is obtained from linear extrapolation of Eq. (2.11), resulting for this
temperature range in
Mg _
meV
- - -0.5- - ,
11T
K

(5.1)

where Eg is the error in band-gap energy and T the error in the temperature. The
shift in Eg is about 5meV for every voltage increase of 0.2V. As was mentioned, it is
hard to see the band-gap energy directly from the figure. The band-gap shift, however,
can be seen with some accuracy at the lower left side of the spectrum. lndeed, the
calculated band-gap shift is approximately equal to the shift of the spectrum.
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Figure 5.2: Luminescence at different voltages.
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Table 5.1: Calculated LED temperatures and band-gap energies.

Voltage FWHM
(53.8±2.2)meV
1.6V
(55.3±2.2)meV
1.8V
(56 .7±2.3)meV
2.0V

5.3.

Temperature Band-gap [eV]
(74±14rc
1.401 ±0.007
(84±14rc
1.396±0.007
(93±1sr c
1.392±0.007

Data fitting

It is possible to fit acquired data to the equation for the theoretica! em1ss10n
intensity, Equation (2.8) . When doing so, some difficulties arise. Firstly, the data
fluctuates much, which degrades the fitting quality. This can be solved partly by
smoothing the data, using adjacent averaging. This method of averaging is not
suitable for the large-scale modulation at the scale of 1Ome V, but it is for the smaller
fluctuations at the 1meV scale. Another problem is the square root factor in the fitting
expression; for values of E below Eg the expression will not return a value. As a
consequence, the initialization value of Eg will not or hardly change, so it remains
fixed in practice. To solve this , one may use the calculated value of Eg from Section
5.2 and keeping it fixed . This will give good results, but it does decrease the benefit of
fitting; instead of calculating both band-gap energy and temperature, one only
calculates the temperature with given band-gap energy. Of course, one also calculates
the proportionality constant, but this is not of particular interest in the present
discussion.
Figure 5.3 shows the data for the 2.0V spectrum of the previous section . The
black line corresponds to the data that has been smoothed with 20 point adjacent
averaging (i.e. the data of a certain data point is the average of 10 data points to the
left, 10 to the right and the data point itself), corresponding to a range of 2.75meV.
The red line is the result of fitting the equation
E

l(E)=A~E-Eg ·ekf

(5.2)

to this data. In this fit the value for the band-gap energy, E 8 , is taken to be 1.392eV, as
was calculated in the frevious section. The fitting results in a proportionality constant
2
A= (1.70 ± 0.02)10 (a.u.) and a thermal energy of kT= 32.9 ± 0.4 me V. The latter
corresponds to a temperature of T 3 81 ±5 K 108±5 oe.
The fitted data coincides well with the measured data, except for the low-energy
end of the spectrum. This is as expected, because the model used does not take
impurity effects into account, which are predominant at energies approximately equal
to the band-gap energy. The acquired temperature is somewhat higher than the value
obtained in the previous section, but the error margins do overlap.
·Data fitting does not present a valuable instrument for determining the sample
temperature, in despite of the fact that the error margin is significantly smaller than in
the FWHM method. This is because the square root expression forces one to fix the
value Eg and because of impurity recombination at the low energy side of the
spectrum. This can beseen by inspecting Figure 5.3: shifting Eg by a value of 50meV
will still result in a good overlap. Referring back to Eq. (5.1), this corresponds toa
change in temperature of 20°C. So the real fitting error is much larger than the
previous result of 5°C .
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Figure 5.3: Fitting of a 2.0V spectrum. The black line corresponds to averaged data;
the red line corresponds to fitted data.

5.4.

Etaloning

Measurements were done to further investigate the modulation that seems to be
present in all acquired data. For this purpose, full resolution images were taken from
the sample. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. The horizontal dirneusion
corresponds to wavelength, the vertical direction corresponds to the position on the
CCD. The upper image was taken at a centre wavelength of 870nm (from 810nm to
890nm), the lower 890nm (from 830nm to 910nm). Both images show the same
artifacts at exactly the same position. Since they do not shift when wavelength is
shifted, they must come from inhomogeneities in the CCD chip . On both figures a
modulation is visible as well . These too have the same shape in both figures , at the
same CCD positions. This is a very strong indication that the modulation is caused by
some interference on the chip itself.

Figure 5.4: Images taken at same conditions for centre wavelength of 870nm (upper image) and
870nm (Iower image).
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Photons

Figure 5.5: lllustration of the etaloning effect.

Indeed, enquiry at the supplier revealed this is a known effect when measuring in
the infrared regime. The effect is known as etaloning. (The word co mes from etalon,
which is a thin transparent film with highly reflective surfaces at both sides.) Figure
5.5 illustrates this effect.
The CCD used in these measurements is a back illuminated CCD, indicating that
light first falls on the sensitive region, where it produces a signa! which is received by
the electrode structure. To increase the quanturn efficiency, an anti-reflective coating
is applied on top of the sensitive region. Incoming photons may reflect between the
electrode and the coating before recombining or escaping at either sides of the
surface. The sensitive layer thus acts as an imperfect etalon. This is what causes the
fringes in the data. This effect is stronger at higher wavelengths, since then the
absorption rate is lower and more photons reflect between the surfaces. As an
illustration, and as a confirmation this is indeed the effect that causes the fringes ,
Figure 5.6 shows some speetral data withstrong etaloning.
The supplier offers some solutions to this effect. For instance, etaloning does not
occur on front side illuminated CCDs, in which light passes through the electrode
structure first, then recombines on the other side or passes on to bulk silicon. A
drawback of such CCDs is that the electrode structure blocks a part of the incoming
light, decreasing sensitivity. The etaloning effect is Iess in deep depletion layer
backside illuminated CCDs, in which the sensitive region is 40 to 50 m thick, instead
of 10 to 20 m. Other solutions are special treatment of the back or front surface to
break up the etaloning effect, or using an anti-reflective coating optimized for the
(near) infrared region. All these solutions, however, require a new CCD chip, so for
the remaining measurements the effect is has to be put up with .
It is possible to take the effect into account when processing data. This requires
measurement of a flat field reference, some souree of light that has the same intensity
at the wavelength interval of interest. This will give a good indication of the relative
etaloning effect and in turn provides a means of decreasing the modulation in the data.
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Figure 5.6: Strong etaloning.

5.5.

Temperature dependenee

In the following measurements the sample was put in the cryostat and the
ambient temperature was lowered, with temperatures ranging from 7.5K to 290K, all
at a voltage of 2.6V. The temperature of the sample is expected to be higher than
ambient temperature, because of heating by the electrical current and some degree of
thermal isolation.
Figure 5.7 shows normalized spectra at four different temperatures. Some general
observations can be made. First of all, the expected shift of the spectrum is observed.
The shift is smaller for lower temperatures, because of the smaller gradient in bandgap energy for low temperatures, Figure 2.3. The peaks are narrower for lower
temperatures. The shape of the spectra change for low temperatures . A sharp decrease
in intensity can be seen at the right side of the spectrum, due to the predominant
Boltzmann factor.
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) can not be used todetermine the temperature of the sample.
They loose their validity because of the high contribution of impurity recombinations .
Por example, if one uses the FWHM find the temperature, this would lead to a
temperature of no less than 200K. Although some temperature rise will occur, it is
very unlikely it will do so by this amount. A more accurate way of determining the
temperature is by assuming only the Boltzmann factor contributes to the change in
spectrum intensity at higher energies . In this case Eq. (2.8) reduces to
I (E)

oe

exp( -EI kT)

(5.3)

or
In[!_) oe_}!_
10
kT

(5.4)

where !0 is some reference intensity. This method is illustrated for the 7.5K spectrum
in Figure 5.8, resulting in kT=5.1meV, or T=59K.
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Figure 5.7: Spin-LED spectra at different ambient temperatures.
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Figure 5.8: Naturallogarithm of theemission intensity at a cryostat
temperature of 7.5K and Iinear fit.

Tbe results of estimating tbe sample temperature using botb FWHM and Eq. (5.4)
are sbown in Figure 5.9. For cryostat temperatures of up to 210K tbe obtained sample
temperatures are lower tban tbe temperatures obtained by tbe FWHM. For
temperatures of 210K and up, tbe FWHM metbod gives lower values. Since tbe
FWHM gives an upper limit of tbe sample temperature, tbis metbod gives more
accurate values intbis temperature region.
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6: Conclusion and recommendations
This report discussed the theoretica! background and experimental realization of
spin-LED spectra and polarization measurements.
Polarization measurements require application of the oblique Hanle-effect. This
effect requires for a tunable magnetic field of at least 0.2T. A coil was designed and
produced for this purpose. The coil functions above expectation: at 5A it produces a
magnetic field of 0.23T, whilst simulation gave a field of 0.24T at 24A. The current
can be increased further, to an estimated maximum of 21A over a short period of time.
The limitations of the coil should be ex plored further and calibration of the field up to
its limit should be realized.
Speetral measurements revealed peculiar modulations in the data. These were
found to be the result of an effect taking place within the CCD chip: etaloning. This
effect significantly decreases the precision with which data can be acquired, so the
effect should somehow be reduced or eliminated. A salution may be replacing the
CCD chip by one that is designed to suppress or eliminate the effect. Using a flat field
reference is a metbod of suppressing the effect when processing data.
Other investigative measurements were performed, investigating the influence of
bias voltage and ambient temperature (with the sample in the cryostat) on the bandgap energy. The FWHM of the spectrum allows for estimation of the temperature and,
in turn, of the band-gap energy. The precision of the estimate is limited by theetalon
fringes in the speetral data and the limited validity of Eq. (2.1 0) at low temperatures.
To estimate the sample temperature at low temperatures, it is assumed only the
Boltzmann factor contributes in the drop in intensity at the high energy end of the
spectrum. This allows for a straightforward linear fit of the logarithm of the intensity
at high energy. It is shown that heating of the sample by the electric current occurs.
This causes a significant difference between sample temperature and ambient
temperature.
The objective of designing a setup able to measure the electron spin polarization
in spin-LEDs bas been achieved. The present setup is ready for OHE measurements to
be conducted.
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Appendix A: Coil design
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